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Falcon the stories
Faro Faros had a good childhood with his
mother, father and elder brother. That was
when he was a normal being. Then one day
his parents died in a fatal collision while
traveling to meet up with Faro's sick
grandfather.
His elder brother went missing the very next
day and Faros was on his own. Till his
grandfather soon recovered his health and
came to take care of Faro. Faro grew up
studying archeology. It was his passion to find
the story of the past in the soils he dug up, it
was a hobby turned profession.
Then his grandfather died and while burying
him Faro discovered a magic chest. He knew
it was magical because as soon as he touched
the chest it glowed with a neon blue light.
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Not reporting this to anyone he took the chest
straight to his college professor Wildu Walf.
Prof Wildu immediately recognized the
magical chest as he was teaching about the
very same object in a class earlier that day. It
was the chest of King Falco.
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King Falco was a king of a kingdom that
existed 200 years ago. He was an honest and
just king. He would serve his people with
dignity and utmost care. One day as he was
riding his horse in the forest of Thunda, a
dwarf appeared in front of him and presented
him with a magical chest. This chest would
enhance the king’s ability to do more good
deeds and defeat evil that existed. The chest
contained a power ring with the symbol of the
bird falcon, a power bracelet and a power crest
to be used by wearing in the chest.
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King Falco was soon called King Falcon the
savior. He would use the power to help people
in need and defeat evil men wherever they
would appear. Thing’s in the kingdom was
well and people were living a good and
peaceful life. Till one day an evil man named
Murda Dag came to the kingdom. He had
heard of the power of the magical chest and
wanted to steal it to use it for evil deeds.
He found King Falcon and confronted him
and the battle was fierce, the king was
defeated and Murda Dag got hold of the
magic chest. He tried to put on the power ring
and the power chest but as soon as he did, it
burned him bad. The chest was made to serve
good and good only. If evil did try to use it the
powers would counter attack the user.
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The kingdom people never did see whatever
happened to the magic chest after the death of
King Falco and the defeat of Murda Dag.
Some believe the same dwarf who gave the
chest to the king must have taken it back with
him.
Until Faro Faros discovered it again.But that
was no accident and the magic chest was no
toy, so the good Prof Wildu helped Faros
learn how to control the immense power of
the magic chest, and soon Faros was ready to
be the next Falcon.
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Professor Wildu
Prof Wildu Warf trained Faro Faros good. As
he already was an expert in the science of the
powers of Falcon, and other historical
artifacts, he knew exactly how to utilize the
powers and the capabilities of the ring, the
crest and the chest itself.
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The Ring
The ring is made out of pure gold with a
sapphire stone encrusted on it, in which the
symbol of a falcon bird flying is imprinted
inside. The ring only works for good deeds
only, it has the ability to detect the wearer or
bearers heart and intentions and act
accordingly. The better the state of intent the
stronger the power. The will of one’s heart
also directs the rings power energy. The
power, which is similar to a laser beam, can
take shapes and forms when needed. The
mind of the ring bearer imagines what the ring
power will do at any given time. The ring
cannot harm good people with wise hearts. It
does not allow any mistakes. The power beam
can also help lift loads, other people and
contain water or fire with its protective power
beam ball formations. When the ring bearer
reaches the highest level of ring control, the
ring allows the power of flight to be used.
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The Crest
The crest is to be worn on the chest of the ring
bearer. The crest will not work if it is not worn
together with the ring. The crest covers the
ring bearer with a protective power suit, to be
utilized while flying into space or going deep
underwater. The suit which forms from the
crest allows the ring bearer to breath in space
or deep ocean waters. It also acts as a
protection against the elements of the planet,
space and deep sea creatures. In addition it
multiples the rings strength by ten times!
The Chest
The chest itself is made of hollow material, or
material that does not exist as a matter. Hence
the name magic chest. The chest protects the
ring and the crest. The chest calls back the ring
and the crest to itself and locks down and
buries itself in case of the death of its present
bearer. It basically safe keeps the power of
falcon. Only a dwarf belonging to the fairy of
falcon can carry it around looking for its
rightful bearer in case of a sudden need to
defeat powerful evil forces.
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The Dwarf
The dwarfs are peaceful yet witty being
populating the hidden corners of forest Tunda
and planet Tundarr. There are only male
dwarfs and the actually come from the inside
of giant forest tree holes.

The family of Faro Faros
Father Cal Faros was a structural engineer at
the the DEC Defense Enforcement Centers in
Tundarr City.
Mother Angal Faros was a school teacher at
an elementary school in Tundarr City.
Elder brother Flint Faros was not such a good
boy as Faro so he got into a lot of trouble in
school and home. He ran away for home a
day after his father and mother died in a traffic
collision. Rumor has it he accidentally shot
and killed a DEC officer in the streets of
Tundarr city on that very same day. He has
not been found ever since he was 11 years old.
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The Fairy of Falcon
She is the rightful guardian of the power of
falcon. She got the power of falcon down to
planet Tundarr after she was instructed to do
so by her supreme creator. She can visit the
ring bearer from time to time to guide him
through situations which the bearer thinks he
cannot come out of difficult situations
sometimes.

Planet Tundarr
The seventh planet from the main moon. This
is the planet where the stories of falcon takes
place. The planet is similar to earth except
that it is lighted by the moon instead of any
sun. Also there are no environmental issues
on this planet as everything that is made from
the planet goes back to the planet, or simply
put everything is biodegradable. The moon
helps power all moonar equipments and also
powers everything the people of the planet
uses.
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Forest of Tunda
This forest is special as it acts as a gateway to
other dimensions and galaxy's. Lots of
magical things can and do happen in this
forest. The forest is as big as two continents of
Earth combined.

The cappilars
Cappilars are giant worm like beings found in
the open plains of the forest of Tunda. They
do not attack unless attacked upon.
Tundarr city
The main city of the planet Tundarr. The
center point of all things that happens on the
planet. This is the city where Faro grew up in
and went to school and college. He later joins
in a job at an archeological digest research
center which makes him travel around the
planet a lot.
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Dunga
Dunga is the pet dog that has been with Faro
since he was 13 years old. His late grandpa got
him Dunga, who he found abandoned and
injured in an alley in the town of Wolfa in
which he lived.

Wolfa
Wolfa is the hometown of Faro Faros and the
home of his late grandfather.
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